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Summary

Background: To what extent is activity of individual neu-
rons coupled to the local field potential (LFP) and to
blood-oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)? This issue is of
high significance for understanding brain function and
for relating animal studies to fMRI, yet it is still under
debate.
Results: Here we report data from simultaneous record-
ings of isolated unit activity and LFP by using multiple
electrodes in the human auditory cortex. We found
a wide range of coupling levels between the activity of
individual neurons and gamma LFP. However, this large
variability could be predominantly explained (r = 0.66) by
the degree of firing-rate correlations between neighbor-
ing neurons. Importantly, this phenomenon occurred
during both sensory stimulation and spontaneous ac-
tivity. Concerning the coupling of neuronal activity to
BOLD fMRI, we found that gamma LFP was well coupled
to BOLD measured across different individuals (r = 0.62).
By contrast, the coupling of single units to BOLD was
highly variable and, again, tightly related to interneuro-
nal-firing-rate correlations (r = 0.70).
Conclusions: Our results offer a resolution to a central
controversy regarding the coupling between neurons,
LFP, and BOLD signals by demonstrating, for the first
time, that the coupling of single units to the other mea-
sures is variable yet it is tightly related to the degree of
interneuronal correlations in the human auditory cortex.

*Correspondence: rafi.malach@weizmann.ac.il
Introduction

Understanding brain function through analysis of exper-
imental data requires an understanding of the types of
neuronal activities that are manifested in the recorded
signals and of how to relate different measures to each
other. With the exponential growth in functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) research, an important
challenge is to try and bridge the gap between noninva-
sive human studies examining changes in the blood-
oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) fMRI signal and
the extensive body of research obtained through elec-
trophysiological recordings in animals, typically examin-
ing the spiking activity of individual neurons. Central to
this issue is the following question: Under what circum-
stances are spiking activity of individual neurons, high-
frequency (gamma) local field potential (LFP), and
BOLD fMRI well correlated with one another?

Although the biophysical origin of spiking activity is
well understood [1], less is known about the origin of
LFPs. Simultaneous studies of spiking activity and
LFPs, combined with current source-density analysis,
suggest that the LFPs arise from the combined activity
of large numbers of neurons distributed over a large re-
gion of the cortex [2]. LFPs are believed to primarily arise
from dendritic activity and thus provide a measure of the
input to, and local processing within, an area [2, 3]. Sev-
eral recent studies have also pointed to the role of power
changes in the high-gamma band LFP (above 40 Hz) in
sensory processing [4–6].

In addition, a growing number of recent studies have
pointed to the possibility of a tight correlation between
the BOLD signal and gamma LFP [7–9]. However, the re-
lationship of neuronal spiking activity to both gamma
LFP and the BOLD signal remains controversial. For in-
stance, in studies that directly compared gamma LFP,
single-unit activity, and BOLD in area V1 of anesthetized
monkeys, it was found that compared to the gamma
power, single-unit activity was less correlated with
BOLD activity. This has led to the suggestion that these
two measures can be uncoupled, particularly during
extended stimulus durations [7, 8, 10]. Similarly, on the
basis of optical recordings in anesthetized cats, Niess-
ing and colleagues have shown that single units were
decoupled from gamma power and from the BOLD-
related optical signal when stimulation conditions were
constant [11]. Similar dissociations between spiking ac-
tivity and gamma LFP have been found in the cerebellar
cortex of anesthetized rats [12], as well as in the visual
cortex of cats [13] (for review, see [14]). The prevailing in-
terpretation proposes that such dissociations stem from
the fact that gamma power and BOLD fMRI represent
summed synaptic currents [2], whereas single-unit spik-
ing activity represents local outputs.

On the other hand, other studies have argued for a tight
linear coupling between spiking activity and BOLD re-
sponses. Two theoretical studies have suggested that
a high correlation exists between fMRI BOLD changes
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in humans and spike recordings obtained under compa-
rable experimental conditions in macaque monkeys [15,
16]. Such a linear relationship was also demonstrated
empirically with simultaneous recordings in the anesthe-
tized rat [17, 18] and for negative BOLD responses in
anesthetized monkeys [8]. Recently, comparing spiking
activity, gamma LFP, and BOLD signals obtained from
human auditory cortex during natural stimulation condi-
tions, we have shown a surprisingly high correlation be-
tween the spiking activity of a local neuronal population,
gamma LFP, and the BOLD signal, despite the fact that
these measures were obtained from different individuals
[9]. It thus appears that the relationships between spik-
ing activity, gamma LFP, and BOLD are quite inconsis-
tent and change markedly from one experimental prepa-
ration to another.

In our earlier study [9] we have assumed a constant
level of coupling between the averaged spiking activity
of a neuronal population, gamma LFP, and BOLD. In
the present study, we extended our examination and ex-
plored how the coupling of individual neurons to gamma
LFP and BOLD changed over time and whether we could
identify parameters that may correlate to these changes.
We found that gamma LFP exhibited a sustained level of
strong coupling to the BOLD signal. By contrast, the level
of correlation between the activity of each individual neu-
ron and the gamma LFP or the BOLD signals varied sub-
stantially over time. These changes were strongly related
to the level of correlation in firing rates among neighbor-
ing neurons. Importantly, this relation was not due solely
to the stimulus properties because it persisted also dur-
ing spontaneous activity. It should be emphasized that
the firing-rate modulations we refer to were relatively
slow (>80 ms) and are not relevant to the issue of precise
spike synchrony (on time scales of <10 ms). The present
study focused on the slow modulations in firing rates and
gamma power changes because these have been found
to be correlated to BOLD fMRI [7, 9, 11].

Thus, our data suggest that the coupling between the
activity of individual neurons and gamma LFP as well as
BOLD is correlated with the extent to which the activity
of these individual neurons corresponds to the overall
firing rate within the local neuronal population. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a relation-
ship between multiple isolated units and gamma LFP
power changes has been demonstrated in the awake,
behaving primate. Since recent studies indicate that he-
modynamic coupling to neural activity can be strongly
modulated by anesthesia [19], our results are particu-
larly relevant to the question of what neural activity
underlies fMRI measurements in the alert human brain.

Results

Wide Range of Spike-Gamma Coupling Levels
Our study consisted of 59 neurons recorded from three
human subjects. Electrode locations were in the bilateral
auditory cortex, as determined by coregistration of CT
scans after electrode implantation with preoperative
MRI. Table S1 (in the Supplemental Data available on-
line) provides the details of the recordings. Our experi-
mental paradigm consisted of two main conditions: a
9 min segment of a popular audio-visual movie, which
was repeated twice, and a 5–10 min rest period, in which
no stimuli were presented. In the remainder of the paper
we will refer to the activity in the absence of stimulation
as ‘‘spontaneous’’ activity (see Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures for additional details). Well-isolated
neurons (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures
for criteria of isolation) were considered responsive to
the movie on the basis of reproducibility of responses
across the two presentations, and 59 out of 75 units
were then selected for further analysis.

The stimulus selectivity of the neuronal responses to
the naturalistic stimuli was typically rather specialized
and complex, showing both broad and extremely nar-
row frequency selectivity under different stimulus con-
ditions. However, a fully detailed description of these
highly complex auditory properties is beyond the scope
of this manuscript and will be treated extensively else-
where (Y. Bitterman, personal communication).

Figure 1 shows two examples of spike trains from one
isolated neuron and simultaneously recorded LFP from
the same microelectrode during different segments of
the movie presentation. As can be seen, during some
time segments, the movie elicited highly modulated
spike trains (Figure 1A), which exhibited a strong corre-
lation with gamma-power modulations of the simulta-
neously acquired LFP (r = 0.84). However, during other
segments (Figure 1B), the correlation of the same neu-
ron with gamma-power modulations of the LFP was
substantially weaker (r = 0.19). We therefore set out to
examine this variability in detail.

We first characterized the LFP by examining its typical
spectral content. As others have recently demonstrated
[5, 20], the power in the LFP spectra dropped with in-
creasing frequency and could roughly be approximated
as ‘‘1/f2’’ (where f is the frequency) (Figure S1). However,
unlike some previous studies [5, 20, 21], we did not find
a sharply localized peak around 40 Hz, and our use of the
term ‘‘gamma-band’’ refers therefore to the broad range
of frequencies (40–130 Hz) that have been reported to be
highly correlated to fMRI BOLD signals [7, 9] (see also
Discussion). In our treatment of the LFP signals, we
concentrated on band-limited power (BLP) modulations
[7, 9] (see also Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
In the remainder of this paper, unless explicitly indi-
cated, we will refer to the correlations between gamma
BLP modulations and single-unit-firing-rate modula-
tions as the spike-gamma coupling.

Next, we divided the movie timeline into 10 s long seg-
ments (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for
more details) and examined the spike-gamma coupling
level in each segment separately. Note that this coupling
level captures the similarity between instantaneous
modulations in firing rates and instantaneous modula-
tions in gamma power throughout the segment, as
shown in Figure 1. This examination revealed a wide
range of coupling levels (correlations) during movie stim-
ulation (Figure 2A, mean = 0.30, SD = 0.22). A wide range
of coupling levels was also found during spontaneous
activity, albeit with a lower mean coupling level (mean =
0.19, SD = 0.18). In addition, because of the spatial extent
of the LFP signals, we also found a significant spike-
gamma coupling between spiking activity recorded in
one microelectrode and gamma LFP on different elec-
trodes (Figure S2). In order to aid visualization in the
following figures, we divided the data into five subsets,
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Figure 1. Example Spike Trains and LFPs

Data from one isolated neuron (mean firing rate = 14 Hz) and the simultaneously recorded LFP from the same microelectrode during segments of

movie stimulation associated with strong or poor coupling of spikes to gamma LFP.

(A) Strong coupling: Data acquired during a 10 s segment associated with strong spike-gamma coupling (r = 0.84). Rows (top to bottom) corre-

spond to: (1) spike train, (2) raw LFP filtered below 130 Hz, and (3) smoothed spike train and gamma-band power modulations superimposed;

each time-course value represents the instantaneous firing rate (blue) or gamma power (black) at that time.

(B) Poor coupling: Data from the same neuron and microelectrode acquired during a different 10 s segment associated with poor spike-gamma

coupling (r = 0.19). Rows and colors are as shown in (A). Note that in this data segment, changes in firing rate are poorly correlated to changes in

LFP gamma power (bottom row).
according to the magnitude of correlation between
gamma LFP and spiking activity. Examining these dif-
ferent subsets for the correlations of spiking activity
with power changes in various LFP frequency bands
(Figure 2B) revealed that segments with strong spike-
gamma coupling (r = 0.6, red trace) were associated
with a mild anticorrelation between spiking activity and
low-frequency LFP (r = 20.17, red trace). This may be re-
lated to the fact that segments with strong spike-gamma
coupling were associated with less power in low-fre-
quency LFP, such as the alpha band (8–14Hz) (Figure S3).

We also found that the time course of spike-gamma
coupling changes was reproducible across the two
movie presentations (r = 0.33, p << 0.001). Figure 3
shows the mean changes in spike-gamma coupling dur-
ing the movie, averaged across all 59 neurons and super-
imposed on the basic sound-wave amplitude, as well as
high-order auditory events such as the occurrence of
speech and musical phrases. High levels of spike-
gamma coupling were poorly correlated to sound-
wave amplitude (r = 20.14, p = 0.32) but strongly related
to the occurrences of speech (r = 0.45, p << 0.001). This
clearly indicates that during movie stimulation, changes
in spike-gamma coupling levels were related to a specific
aspect of the stimulus and could not be explained by
random dynamic changes in noise sources.

The wide range of coupling levels we observed repli-
cates the entire spectrum of recently published findings
regarding the relationship between single-unit activity
and gamma LFP, ranging from strong coupling (red
line, Figure 2B) to considerable decoupling (yellow lines,
Figure 2B). Importantly, because we reproduced this
diversity in the same subjects and experimental prepa-
ration, we could now search for parameters that may
be related to this diversity.
Spike-Gamma Coupling Is Related to Correlations
between Neurons

We found that the main parameter that covaried with
spike-gamma coupling levels was the degree of correla-
tion between adjacent neurons. At first, we compared
the level of correlation between the spiking activities of
neighboring neurons during segments associated with
strong versus poor spike-gamma coupling. This com-
parison was assessed quantitatively by calculating the
spike cross-correlation function between simulta-
neously recorded neighboring neurons [22]. Figure 4A
depicts the results of this analysis as applied on un-
smoothed binary spike trains. As can be seen, correla-
tions between neighboring neurons were more pro-
nounced and prolonged during segments of strong
spike-gamma coupling (red trace) than during segments
of poor spike-gamma coupling (yellow trace). Note that
such correlations reflect comodulation of firing rates
lasting up to hundreds of milliseconds and do not nec-
essarily reflect precise co-occurrence of action poten-
tials. In the remainder of the paper, we use the term ‘‘cor-
relations between neurons’’ to refer to such, relatively
slow, firing rate correlations. It is important to clarify
that the term ‘‘correlations between neurons’’ in this pa-
per does not differentiate between correlations driven
by common sensory inputs and other sources (‘‘noise
correlations’’).

Next, we examined whether the changes in the corre-
lations between neurons could be related to the variabil-
ity observed in the spike-gamma coupling over time. To
that end, we performed the following analysis: By us-
ing a sliding window, we calculated the time course of
the averaged correlations between neurons during the
movie (Figure 4B, green trace). We then superimposed
on this graph the time course of spike-gamma coupling
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during the movie (Figure 4B, red trace). As can be seen,
the degree of correlations between neighboring neurons
and the degree of spike-gamma coupling showed a
strong level of covariation (r = 0.91, p << 0.001).

A quantitative analysis of the entire movie data set,
divided into nonoverlapping segments (Figure 4C), re-
vealed that the level of correlations between neurons
was strongly related to the levels of spike-gamma cou-
pling (r = 0.66, p << 0.001). This result establishes that
a large part of the variability in spike-gamma coupling

Figure 2. Spike-Gamma Coupling Levels

(A) Distribution of spike-gamma coupling levels during movie stimu-

lation: The distribution of correlation coefficients between firing-rate

modulations of individual neurons and gamma-band (40–130 Hz)

power modulations. Yellow to red colors illustrate the division of

data segments into five equal grades on the basis of these correla-

tions. n = 2315 segments. Mean coupling level = 0.3; SD = 0.22.

(B) Spike-LFP coupling as a function of frequency band: Correlation

between firing rates of individual neurons and band-limited power

(BLP) in various frequency bands as a function of the frequency

band of interest. Each line denotes the mean result for all 10 s seg-

ments associated with a specific coupling level to the gamma BLP.

Yellow to red colors indicate increasing levels of spike-gamma cou-

pling in the movie data as shown in (A). Error bars indicate SEM

between separate data segments. n = 463 segments for each grade.
levels during stimulation can be explained by interneu-
ronal correlations.

Moreover, we found that the relation between inter-
neuronal correlations and spike-gamma coupling was
not a purely stimulus-driven phenomenon, because
a similar analysis performed on the spontaneous data
set (Figure 4D) revealed that the level of correlations be-
tween neurons was related to the levels of spike-gamma
coupling even when external sensory input was pre-
dominantly absent (r = 0.48, p << 0.001). This result indi-
cates that a significant part, but not all, of the variance in
spike-gamma coupling and interneuronal correlations
may be derived from intrinsic sources within the brain.
These phenomena could not be attributed to between-
subjects or between-sessions effects because they
could also be found within single sessions (Table S2).

Finally, we used a nonparametric bootstrapping
procedure (Figure S4) to compare the correlation coeffi-
cients found during stimulation (r = 0.66 as shown in
Figure 4C) and spontaneous activity (r = 0.48 as shown
in Figure 4D). The difference between the correlation
coefficients was found to be statistically significant
(p << 0.001, Figure S4), indicating that both intrinsic
and extrinsic sources have a significant contribution to
the relation between spike-gamma coupling and inter-
neuronal correlations (see also Discussion).

Spike-Gamma Coupling Cannot Be Explained by
Changes in Firing Rates

It may be argued that the enhanced spike-gamma cou-
pling, as well as the increased correlation between
neighboring neurons, was simply a consequence of bet-
ter signal-to-noise conditions that occurred whenever
there were higher firing rates. Segments of strong
spike-gamma coupling were indeed associated with
higher firing rates (r = 0.47, Figure S3). In order to exam-
ine this possibility, we selected segments that are asso-
ciated with either low or high levels of correlations
between different neurons, but that have equal average
firing rates, and compared the spike-gamma coupling
levels during these segments. The results are shown in
Figure 5 and clearly demonstrate that even under equal
average firing rates and signal-to-noise measures, the
correlations between neighboring neurons were strongly
related to the degrees of spike-gamma coupling.

In addition, we conducted a three-way, repeated-mea-
sures ANOVA with firing rate (representing spike SNR),
gamma power (representing LFP SNR), and correlations
between neurons as factors. This analysis revealed that
a significant part of the variability in spike-gamma cou-
pling could be attributed to changes in correlations
between neurons, beyond the contributions of signal-
to-noise ratios of spiking activity and LFP (F 2315 =
541, p << 0.001).

Spike-BOLD Coupling Is Also Related

to Correlations between Neurons
Recently, we reported a strong coupling between the
spiking activity of a local neuronal population, gamma
LFP, and fMRI BOLD signals by using the same para-
digm [9]. It was thus of interest to extend the analysis
to the correlation between individual neurons’ spiking
activity and the BOLD signals. It should be noted that
in our experimental setup, the BOLD responses were
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Figure 3. Relating Spike-Gamma Coupling to Auditory Stimulus

The mean dynamics of spike-gamma coupling (red) during the movie presentations, averaged across 59 neurons, are plotted against the auditory

sound-wave amplitude (black) and the category of auditory events as follows: gray, background noises; yellow, horses and people marching;

white, quiet; green, music; pink, gunshots and explosions; and blue, speech and dialog. Note that high spike-gamma coupling is related to

the occurrence of speech utterances (r = 0.45, p << 0.001).
not recorded in the same individuals as the neuronal ac-
tivity. Consequently, for comparison between the two
data sets, it was critical to use only segments in which
all subjects displayed similar auditory responses. We
therefore selected for analysis only those segments
where there was a high intersubject correlation in the
fMRI responses to the movie [9, 23] (see also Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures).

In order to compare the electrical signals to changes in
BOLD fMRI, we first convolved both the changes in LFP
gamma power (gamma BLP) and the spike trains of each
neuron with a hemodynamic impulse response function
(see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Next, by
using a sliding window, we calculated the time course
of gamma-BOLD coupling levels (Figure 6A, yellow trace).
As can be seen, despite the across-subject variation, the
gamma-BOLD coupling was particularly strong and rela-
tively constant during this session (r = 0.8, p << 0.001).
We then superimposed on this graph the time course
of spike-BOLD coupling during the movie (Figure 6A,
blue trace). We found that in contrast to the gamma-
BOLD coupling, the coupling of individual neurons to
fMRI BOLD was highly variable. However, superimpos-
ing the time course of correlations between neurons
(Figure 6A, green trace) revealed that there was a strong
relationship between the degree of correlations among
neighboring neurons and the degree of spike-BOLD
coupling in this recording session (r = 0.82, p << 0.001).

We then conducted a quantitative analysis on the en-
tire data set, divided into nonoverlapping segments
(Figures 6B and 6C), computed the single-unit-to-
BOLD and gamma-BOLD correlations for each segment,
and compared them to the level of correlations between
neurons. This analysis confirmed that gamma LFP was
more strongly coupled to fMRI BOLD than was spiking
activity of individual neurons (r = 0.62 for gamma versus
r = 0.47 for spikes, p << 0.001, paired t test). In addition,
we found that the level of correlation between neurons
could serve as a good predictor for the level of spike-
BOLD coupling (r = 0.70, p << 0.001) but could only serve
as a poor predictor for the level of gamma-BOLD cou-
pling (r = 0.26, p << 0.001), which exhibited less variabil-
ity and remained constantly at a high level (p << 0.001, F
test for equal variance). Finally, these phenomena could
not be attributed to between-subjects or between-ses-
sions effects because they could also be found in single
sessions (Table S2).

We performed an additional control by repeating this
analysis with a BOLD signal sampled from the primary
visual cortex. This analysis revealed that spiking activity
in the auditory cortex was not significantly correlated
with visual cortex BOLD (r = 0.03, p = 0.40), nor were cor-
relations between neurons in auditory cortex predictive
of the spike-BOLD coupling in this case (r = 0.04, p =
0.13). Similar results were obtained for gamma LFP
from auditory cortex: It was not correlated with visual
cortex BOLD (r = 0.05, p = 0.38), nor were correlations
between neurons in auditory cortex predictive of the
LFP-BOLD coupling in this case (r = 0.02, p = 0.28).

In summary, we found a wide range of spike-gamma
coupling levels when measuring the responses of indi-
vidual neurons. The level of this coupling was tightly
linked to the degree of correlation between neighboring
neurons, both during movie stimulation and during
spontaneous activity. When extending our analysis to
BOLD fMRI, we found that the gamma-BOLD coupling
was strong and relatively stable despite the fact that it
was measured across individuals. By contrast, the cou-
pling of single-unit activity to BOLD varied substantially
and, as in the case of the spike-gamma coupling, was
also tightly correlated with the degree of coactivation
among neighboring neurons.
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Figure 4. Spike-Gamma Coupling Is Related to Correlations between Neighboring Neurons

(A) Normalized spike cross-correlation between neighboring neurons (correlations between binary spike trains of different neurons at millisec-

ond resolution) for each degree of spike-gamma coupling. Gray indicates the control (shuffled data); yellow to red colors indicate increasing

levels of spike-gamma coupling in the movie data (see legend). t = 0 indicates the occurrence of the triggering spikes. Note that strong

spike-gamma coupling (red) is associated with increased cross-correlations between neurons over prolonged (hundreds of milliseconds)

periods of time. n = 59 neurons, 171 pairs of neurons.

(B) Time courses of spike-gamma coupling and correlations between neurons in one recording session. The time course of spike-gamma cou-

pling in one movie-stimulation session (n = 10 neurons) superimposed with the time course of correlations between neurons (mean of pairwise

correlations) during that session; each value represents the level of spike-gamma coupling (red) or the level of correlations between neurons

(green) in a data segment around that time. Note the tight correspondence between the waxing and waning of the two phenomena over time

(r = 0.91, p << 0.001).

(C) Spike-gamma coupling versus correlations between neurons—movie-stimulation data: A scatter plot of the level of spike-gamma coupling

versus the level of correlations between neurons for all sensory stimulation data segments is shown (n = 2315 data segments/dots, based on data

of 59 neurons, r = 0.66, p << 0.001). Each dot in the scatter reflects one segment of data of a particular neuron, for which we computed the two

following measures: (1) the degree of spike-gamma coupling for that neuron at that time (y axis) and (2) the degree of correlation between the

activities of that neuron to the activities of all neighboring neurons (mean pairwise correlations, x axis).

(D) Spike-gamma coupling versus correlations between neurons—spontaneous (no stimulus) data: A scatter plot of the level of spike-gamma

coupling versus the level of correlations between neurons for all no-stimulus data segments is shown (n = 2315 data segments/dots, based

on data of 59 neurons, r = 0.48, p << 0.001). Each dot in the scatter reflects one segment of data of a particular neuron, as explained above.

Note that although the mean levels of spike-gamma coupling and correlations between neurons are lower in the absence of stimulation, the tight

correspondence between the two phenomena persists.
Discussion

Diversity in Coupling between Individual Neurons,

Gamma LFP, and BOLD
The variable nature of the spike-gamma correlation has
been a source of intensive debate and concern, both in
terms of understanding brain function [6] and because
of its significance to fMRI research [10]. The diversity
of spike-gamma coupling levels reported in different
studies (see Introduction) may be explained by a number
of factors such as species, anesthesia, sensory stimuli,
behavioral task, and brain regions. However, here we
have demonstrated that in the auditory cortex of con-
scious humans, such diversity may occur within the
same recording session (Figure 2A). The time course
of spike-gamma coupling changes was reproducible
across repeated presentations of the movie and there-
fore could not be attributed to changes in noise source
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such as movement or recording issues. In fact, high
levels of spike-gamma coupling were related to the oc-
currence of speech utterances during movie presenta-
tion (Figure 3), indicating that during stimulation, the
changes in spike-gamma coupling levels were predom-
inantly stimulus driven. On the other hand, a similar di-
versity could be found also during spontaneous activity
in the absence of sensory stimulation, indicating that
changes in spike-gamma coupling could not be attrib-
uted only to stimulus-driven common inputs.

Spike-Gamma Coupling Is Related to Correlations

between Neurons
Our ability to record simultaneously from several well-
isolated neurons allowed us to relate the variability in
spike-gamma coupling to other neuronal phenomena.
Here we show that the changes in spike-gamma cou-
pling can be largely predicted by measuring the level
of correlations in firing rates between neighboring neu-
rons (Figure 4). Simply put, whenever the firing rate of
a single recorded neuron appeared to correspond to
the overall activity of a distributed neuronal population,
the spike-gamma correlations were high, and whenever
each neuron manifested independent activation from its
neighbors, the spike-gamma correlations were low. An
analogous phenomenon has been recently reported in
the monkey IT cortex [24]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a correlation
between single-unit comodulation and gamma power
changes.

It is often suggested that the breakdown of spike-
gamma coupling is due to a fundamental dissociation
of synaptic inputs from the spiking output [10]. However,
the current observations point to another explanation

Figure 5. Spike-Gamma Coupling Cannot Be Explained Simply by

Changes in Firing Rates

Spike-gamma coupling in data segments with equal mean firing

rates but different levels of correlations between neurons. Left and

right pairs of bars denote data segments with the same low

(6.2 Hz) or high (13.7 Hz) mean firing rates but with different levels

of correlations between neurons (shown below the histograms). All

bars include data from the same neurons. Error bars indicate SEM

between separate data segments. Note that spike-gamma coupling

is strongly related to the degree of correlations between neurons

even when mean firing rates (and signal to noise) are equal (stars in-

dicate p << 0.001, paired t test, n = 310 data segments per category).
that is not necessarily mutually exclusive with the for-
mer: the dissociation of the activity of individual neurons
from that of their local population. Thus, in studies that
reported low spike-gamma coupling during sustained
stimulation (e.g., [11]), at least some contribution to
this low coupling may have been due to uncorrelated ac-
tivity among individual neurons.

What are the factors contributing to the relationship
between correlated firing and gamma power? One pos-
sibility is that these two measures were related because
of extrinsic factors, i.e., a strong stimulus-driven input
that produced simultaneous activation and enhanced
gamma power leading to the observed spike-gamma
coupling. However, we also found a strong association
between these phenomena during spontaneous activity,
in the absence of external stimuli, indicating that intrinsic
factors within the brain also contribute to this relation-
ship. Comparing the statistical significance of the spon-
taneous and movie-driven effects through a bootstrap-
ping procedure revealed a tighter relation between the
phenomena during movie stimulation than during spon-
taneous activity (Figure S4). This difference could possi-
bly be due to a wider modulation range of the neuronal
activity during movie stimulation as compared to spon-
taneous activity. Accordingly, the movie-stimulation
data were associated with unique instances of particu-
larly high positively and negatively correlated neurons
(e.g., compare upper right and lower left quadrants in
Figures 4C and 4D).

What are the neuronal mechanisms underlying the re-
lationship between correlated firing and gamma power?
It has been suggested that population activity is related
to gamma-band energy through inhibitory neuronal sig-
naling [21]. The current results are also compatible with
a simpler model, in which the synaptic input expressed
by the LFP is for the most part directly linked to the out-
put firing rates within the neuronal population. Such ac-
tivity may be mediated by the dense local connectivity
that is typical of cortical neurons [25, 26]. This model is
also supported by recent findings demonstrating that
gamma LFP is highly correlated with multiunit activity
[6]. Given the great significance attributed to gamma-
band LFP in high-level models of perception [27, 28],
the possibility that changes in gamma power may reflect
local increases in population firing rates should be of
interest.

In our analysis, we only found marked correspon-
dence between envelopes of firing rates and gamma-
power changes over time windows longer than 100 ms.
This may be related to the fact that in our experimental
paradigm (which consisted of movie stimulation and
rest) the spectrum of the LFP did not reveal a localized
peak of 40–50 Hz gamma oscillations (Figure S1). Such
oscillations have been often reported in other systems
to be phase-locked to spiking activity and have been im-
plicated in various aspects of cognitive function [29–34]
(for reviews, see [27, 28]). Precise phase-locking has typ-
ically been found between spiking activity and gamma
LFP in moments of increased attention [32], so it is pos-
sible that future work focusing on particular moments of
heightened attention might reveal a similar phenomenon
in human data. It should also be noted that some studies
suggest that precise gamma phase-locking may be
species specific [35], stimulus dependent [36], or more
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Figure 6. Spike-BOLD Coupling Is Related to Correlations between Neighboring Neurons

(A) Time courses of spike-BOLD coupling, gamma-BOLD coupling, and correlations between neurons in one recording session. The same spike

trains and gamma-power changes used in Figure 4B (n = 10) were first convolved with a hemodynamic response function to allow comparison

with fMRI BOLD signals (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We then compared the time courses of correlations between neurons,

spike-BOLD coupling, and gamma-BOLD coupling. Each value represents the level of spike-BOLD coupling (blue), the level of gamma-BOLD

coupling (yellow), or the level of correlations between neurons (green) in a data segment around that time. Note that despite the across-individual

comparison, the gamma-BOLD coupling is extremely high and stable. By contrast, spike-BOLD coupling is highly variable and tightly related to

the degree of correlations between neurons (r = 0.82, p << 0.001).

(B) Spike-BOLD coupling versus correlations between neurons: A scatter plot of the level of spike-BOLD coupling versus the level of correlations

between neurons for all data segments associated with high BOLD intersubject correlations is shown (see Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures, n = 1158 data segments/dots, based on data of 59 neurons, r = 0.70, p << 0.001). The horizontal red line denotes the mean level of coupling

between single-unit spiking activity and BOLD (r = 0.47).

(C) Gamma-BOLD coupling versus correlations between neurons: A scatter plot of the level of gamma-BOLD coupling versus the level of

correlations between neurons for all data segments associated with high BOLD intersubject correlations is shown (see Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures, n = 1158 data segments/dots, based on data of 59 neurons, r = 0.26, p << 0.001). Note that gamma-BOLD correlations

are less related to changes in correlations between neurons than are spike-BOLD correlations. The horizontal red line denotes the mean level

of coupling between gamma power and BOLD (r = 0.62).
difficult to reveal in auditory cortex [37]. It should be
noted that whereas narrow-band gamma oscillations
around 40 Hz are likely to be related to inhibitory inter-
neurons [5, 14, 21, 37–40], the strong correlations previ-
ously reported between gamma LFP and BOLD were
associated with broad-band gamma effects (40–130 Hz)
as we report here [7, 9, 11]. Such broad-band gamma
effects do not necessarily correspond to the same
physiological process as the narrow peaking in gamma
frequencies.

Spike-BOLD and Gamma-BOLD Coupling

Our fMRI results were obtained by comparing electri-
cal signals recorded in some subjects to BOLD
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measurements in other subjects under identical stimula-
tion conditions. At first, this scheme might not seem like
a valid and reliable methodology. Unquestionably, a fail-
ure to find strong correlations with such methodology
could be attributed to intersubject variability, intersite
variability within auditory cortex, etc. However, the fact
that we found particularly high and constant levels of
correlations between gamma LFP and BOLD (Figure 6)
despite all intervening factors clearly demonstrates
that our approach provides a reliable and valid means
to examine the relation between these signals, even
when simultaneous recordings in the human cortex are
unavailable.

The present study supports the notion [9–11] that the
BOLD signal is better correlated with gamma LFP than
with individual neuron recordings: The coupling of
gamma LFP to BOLD was constantly maintained at
a high level and did not show modulations as substantial
as those of the coupling between single units and BOLD
(Figure 6).

The current findings are most relevant to the contro-
versy regarding the relationship of the BOLD signal to
firing rates of individual neurons. We demonstrate that
this coupling was tightly related to the level of correla-
tions between the recorded neurons (Figure 6). Thus,
low coupling may not necessarily be due to a permanent
dissociation between neuronal firing and BOLD but
rather due to the fact that during certain moments, the
neuronal firing, as measured in single neurons, repre-
sents uncorrelated neuronal activity. Accordingly, it
may be that some of the failures to find high correlations
between single neurons and BOLD may be attributed to
our inability, during certain brain states, to extrapolate
from the firing of a single neuron to the local population’s
spiking activity, which may be driving the BOLD signal in
the imaged voxel. In our data (Figure 6), it appears that
whenever neighboring neurons were highly correlated
and thus a part of a distributed activity pattern, the cor-
relation between the activities of each individual neuron
and BOLD was also high.

However, it is also important to note that the present
results are derived from conscious human cortex under
a rather specific type of stimulus and behavior, so we
can not fully extrapolate from these results to other stim-
uli and behavioral conditions, anesthetic levels, pharma-
cological treatments, or brain structures, in which the
neuronal firing rate and BOLD may indeed be funda-
mentally decoupled [10, 12, 14]. However, at least for
the coupling between gamma LFP and BOLD we have
now obtained evidence for extensive correlations
throughout the human visual cortex as well [41].

Spike-Gamma and Spike-BOLD Correlations as
a Marker for Distributed Neuronal Representations

Although we have obtained our data by using multiple
electrode recordings, the results suggest that changes
in the level of slow interneuronal correlations could be
detected simply by correlating each single neuron
with the gamma LFP measured at the same recording
electrode. Thus, to the extent that the current observa-
tions can be extrapolated to other species, sensory sys-
tems, stimuli, and behavioral tasks, we propose that by
measuring the level of correlation between single-unit
activities and gamma LFP or BOLD, one could predict
how distributed the activity profile is under these cir-
cumstances.

Intuitively, it seems that in order to assess the degree
of correlation in an active population of neurons, one
must record simultaneously from many neurons and
use global measures of collective firing. However, recent
studies have demonstrated that an examination of pair-
wise correlations between neurons can provide a good
approximation of the collective behavior in the re-
sponses of many neurons [42]. The current study ex-
tends this interesting observation by suggesting that
by using a single electrode, one can derive the level of
correlated activity by comparing the activity of a single
neuron to the population-related gamma LFP.

This study provides an important framework for pre-
dicting under what circumstances BOLD responses
will be well coupled to single-unit responses by high-
lighting the relationship of correlated activity patterns to
this coupling. Therefore, when a specific experimental
paradigm is known to elicit distributed activity patterns
in a given cortical region (e.g., responses of low-level
auditory cortex to speech, or responses of low-level
visual cortex to movies), the corresponding BOLD signal
can be expected to be well coupled to the activity of in-
dividual neurons. On the other hand, our model predicts
that in instances where neuronal activity is believed to
be sparse (e.g., excitatory neuronal activity in the hippo-
campus [43]), gamma LFP and BOLD responses will
appear to be less correlated to the dynamics of spiking
activity in individual cells.

Because it is not entirely clear what conditions may
create high correlations and what conditions create
low correlations among neurons, and variability in inter-
neuronal correlations can be found both during stimulus
and rest conditions, we propose that the spike-gamma
or spike-BOLD correlation can be regarded as a variable
that, regardless of the stimulus conditions, may be used
as an index for the level of correlated firing-rate modula-
tions in the cortex: When individual neurons are poorly
coupled to gamma LFP and BOLD, the neuronal activity
probably reduces in size to small, neuronal ensembles.
On the other hand, whenever individual neurons exhibit
strong coupling to gamma LFP and BOLD, the underly-
ing computation is probably highly distributed, involving
large populations of comodulated neurons. Thus, our re-
sults suggest that gamma LFP and BOLD may reflect the
overall local neuronal activity. However, it should be
noted that the relationship between interneuronal corre-
lations and such local neuronal activity may be rather
complex and dependent on additional factors such as
the topography of the local circuitry.

Conclusions
Our results reveal a wide range of coupling levels be-
tween the firing rates of individual neurons and gamma
LFP power. The level of spike-gamma coupling was
highly correlated to the degree of firing rate correlations
between neighboring neurons. This phenomenon oc-
curred during both sensory stimulation and spontane-
ous activity. In addition, we found that gamma LFP
was well coupled to BOLD measured across different in-
dividuals. By contrast, the coupling of single units to
BOLD was highly variable and, again, tightly related to
interneuronal firing-rate correlations. Our results offer
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a resolution to a central controversy regarding the cou-
pling between neurons, LFP, and BOLD signals by sug-
gesting that gamma LFP and BOLD signals are coupled
to the correlated firing rate in a local population but not
necessarily to the firing rate of single units, which may
often be uncorrelated with the averaged behavior of
the local population.

Supplemental Data

Experimental Procedures, six figures, and two tables are available

at http://www.current-biology.com/cgi/content/full/17/15/1275/

DC1/.
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